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Inter2Face: profile
Since 1999, Inter2Face participates in the audio-visual and multimedia sector as a
supplier of high quality products and solutions.

From cabling to training and maintenance: we can coordinate and carry out every step in
the realization of a project. We are continuously observing the evolution of technologies in
our domain.
Besides assignments by public authorities (museums, exhibitions…) we regularly take on
missions for private companies (digital signage, exhibition areas…).
We attach great importance to an ecologically and economically responsible use of
hardware and energy. Read about it in the summary of our projects, chapter 4.


We are also manufacturer of the software set i2f Media Products and the hardware
i2f MediaBox.

Functional switching is the first goal of our software. This is of a major importance for the
logical and reliable management of complex audio-visual installations such as a room or a
complete building filled with diverse equipment. Inputs and outputs need to be switched
accurately and very fast.
The software holds a lot of creative possibilities, due to a well-ordered communication
with a variety of apparatus and protocols. More about this in chapter 2.
The hardware i2f MediaBox is based on standard technology. We carefully select the
components that allow i2f MediaBox to perform multiple tasks at the same time. The boxes
of our own design have a vandal proof chassis without external switches or connectors.
The company Inter2Face consists of a small group of people who are responsible for
software development, project management, communication and administration.
In order to provide a fast and efficient service for large projects, we can appeal to reliable
partners and freelancers. We take great care of quality control and a good after-sales
service. We have been charged with the long term maintenance for the majority of our
permanent installations.
http://inter2face.com
http://i2f.be
December 2015
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2.

i2f Media Products software

Main characteristics
 Written in C# and based on a 64bits technology
 4K video H.265 via HDMI 2.0 at 60 fps – multiple full HD video’s simultaneously

Create | Connect | Control

 Optimize & display any image file in its true native resolution
 Build content if desired in HTML5
 Digital sound reproduction - IP streaming - live feeds

I2f MediaProduct Suite 7 is the complete software set for:








 Multicore, hyper threading: execute multiple and diverse tasks simultaneously

product presentations
exhibitions
museums
theatre shows
events
trade fair stands
custom made creative initiatives…

 Start-up and stop “external applications” (Excel, PowerPoint, Google Earth…)
 Multi-connectivity: plug-ins for push buttons, touchscreens, light, sound, QR readers,
motors… (more plug-ins to come)
 Embedded link between content and peripherals, e.g. control light from Excel
 Inter-platform connectivity e.g. control content and light from Android, iPhone…
 Full automation – unmanned installations

Basic features

 Cloud oriented updates from local station, portable, smartphone…

Reproducing images and sound with optimal results, images in layers, travelling images,
touchscreens or push buttons, QR codes, controlling light or motors... Relations between
diverse content, between diverse apparatus and between content and apparatus can be
defined within a single software set.
Various user profiles (graphic artist, technician or integrator, IT & network specialist), find
their tools in it. If these user profiles are represented by different persons, a clear
exchange of communication is provided.
Five tools – hold all the trumps
i2f MediaEditor

i2f MediaBrick UI &

i2f MediaConnector

Make the link

i2f MediaController

Control Hub

Inter2Face bvba |
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 Remote control
 Monitoring at runtime
 Check log files

Innovative multimedia applications through the integration of state of the art media,
hardware and software.
Efficient communication: conveying your message at the right time and in the right place.
After a power break, the application must start straight away.

Creative setup

i2f MediaEngine

 Secured network connections

Make it work

Ecological management of AV equipment: by adding intelligence to audio-visual
equipment, we allow our customers to achieve substantial energy savings and to extend the
life span of various apparatus!
Automation, reliability: a truly user friendly installation operates unmanned, 24/365.

Consult the brochure “i2f Media Products” in the chapter Downloads on our website .
http://i2f.be
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3.



i2f MediaBox

i2f MediaBox high form factor (W 360 x D 270 x H 160 mm).
i7 quad core, 500 SSD, 2GB dedicated video memory,
solid state

Unmanned set-ups benefit from hardware with high quality components such as a solid
state hard disk (SSD) and a steady power supply. If they are installed in a public space, a
vandal proof chassis, preferably self-cooling, is a must.

Multiple graphical layers and multiple video outputs,
pixel overlap possible, DMX integration possible

i2f MediaBox is hardware that we produce in small quantities in order to respond flexibly
to the fast evolution in technology. A major concern is that the hardware offers a solid
base to our software.
Every box is standard equipped with i2f MediaBrick and i2f MediaEditor software.
i2f MediaBox runs under 64bits technology and one box can handle multiple and diverse
tasks. Components are assembled for optimal performance. E.g. with a powerful video chip
we can reproduce multiple HD video clips across multiple screens and/or in several layers,
with an overall bitrate capacity of up to 200 Mbps!

Mounting in any orientation, vandal proof



i2f MediaBox small form factor solid state (W 166 x D 158 x H 25 mm)

To start from zero and go straight away to the right application in less than 15 seconds is a
must in our opinion.

N2840 dual core, 32 GB SSD, 2GB*1 internal memory, 2 HDMI

These are currently the most common hardware models:

Up tot wo clips simultaneously, bitrate 10Mbps



i2f MediaBox medium form factor (W 335 x D 270 x H 90 mm).
I5 dual core, 128 SSD, 512MB or 1GB dedicated video
memory, solid state

i2f MediaBox-stick (L 123 x W 38 x H 12 mm)

Multiple graphical layers and multiple video outputs,
DMX integration possible

32 GB eMMC, 2 GB internal memory, flash, HD graphics, Bluetooth 4.0
LE

Mounting in any orientation, vandal proof

One video clip, easy to fix behind a monitor, very budget friendly

Whatever the format, Inter2Face constantly guards the performance and reliability of each
i2f MediaBox. It must be capable of functioning in an unmanned way 24/365.

A cable extension protects connectors and cable ends from
unnecessary and unwanted manipulations, including the
ON/OFF switch.
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Consult the brochure i2f MediaBox in the chapter Downloads on our website http://i2f.be
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4.
4.1

Recent projects
The technology that makes the railways safer is explained in a few films that can be viewed
on transparent screens, an interactive application with touchscreens. Giant images in the
background, moving in a soft transition, invite visitors to go down a flight of stairs and to
get immersed in the right atmosphere.

Train World – Schaarbeek 2015

Inter2Face created two interactive exhibits commissioned by Infrabel. They had to fit into
the scenography of François Schuiten and they needed a certain “wow” factor.
Through the ancient pepperghost technique, a small steam engine blows magical smoke.
The map of Belgium emerges from the steam cloud. That is how the evolution of the
Belgian railway system is shown.

Both installations start up and get a complete power cut-out through our central control.
This system also allows remote monitoring.
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4.2

4.3

Entry points Ypres Salient – Ieper 2015

We installed three multimedia set-ups along the Ypres Salient. At every location there is a
large format display, a MediaBox to play out a film, push buttons for a selection of 4
languages and a small sound installation.
At the entry points East and South, the installations not only operate fully automatically
but also in open air. They are placed in a special weatherproof enclosure.

Inter2Face bvba |
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Processionale – Beguinage Museum Turnhout 2015

A hymnal from 1550 with 75 songs has been carefully photographed. The vocal ensemble
Psallentes has sung and recorded all the music pieces.
Inter2Face has supplied a multitouch application with the necessary hard- and software to
leaf through the pages of a digital version of the book. At the same time, visitors can listen
to the hymns written out on the pages.

VAT BE 0465.320.183
RPR Leuven
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4.5
4.4

75 years Albert Canal – 2014

The Bridge of Vroenhoven – Riemst 2014
On the occasion of the 75th birthday of the
Albert Canal, the NV De Scheepvaart set up an
exhibition in a large inland vessel. In the
spring of 2014, the barge called in at different
ports. 13.000 people visited the exhibition.

NV De Scheepvaart, a company under public law, has installed a new double museum under
the bridge of Vroenhoven, at the Albert Canal. The first part tells about the beginning of
World War II, the second part treats inland shipping on the Albert Canal.
Inter2Face has delivered two custom-made interactive applications :
The interactive floor, with a Kinect sensor, shows the canal from a bird’s perspective, with
small boats that are moored. When
you step on the floor, the boats will
follow you like ducks and the water
gets a dynamic aspect.

White Light commissioned us to make a quiz
in which the players had to steer their boat as
quickly as possible from A to B.
A good answer makes the boat advance
whereas a wrong answer means receding.
We provided hardware and software: i2f
MediaBox with i2f MediaBrick, a motion detector and a relay system.
A second i2f MediaBox with DMX-plug-in was used to control light.
This set-up is now part of the maritime museum at “The Bridge of Vroenhoven”.

4.6

At the inland shipping simulator, the
visitor can navigate a ship and
perform various missions, such as:
navigate under a bridge, load
containers onto the ship, avoid
oncoming traffic….
Like a real skipper, the player can
use three monitors for a good
overview, a touch monitor and a
joystick.

Visitor centre Beguinage – Kortrijk 2014

We contributed to the creation of a multi-touch application with the delivery of a 42 inch
multi-touch monitor (6TP) and an i2f MediaBox with the software i2f MediaBrick.

Our commissioner, the company
White Light, furthermore ordered and installed 38 i2f MediaBoxes with the software i2f
MediaProductSuite v.7 for various multimedia applications in both museums (video
displays, projections, touch applications …).
The entire installation is supervised with the help of i2f MediaController software.
The interactive application is functioning reliably in an unmanned way. As soon as power is
available, the hardware offers the right application in a matter of seconds.
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4.7

Fin de Siècle Museum – Brussels 2013

4.8

Maison Leffe - Dinant 2012

Inter2Face was charged with the supply and installation of the multimedia part of the new
fin de siècle museum. We were allowed to have an important say in the design of the
multimedia presentation.

For Inbev Belgium we delivered a technically challenging permanent installation with:


10 interactive “stations” with small touchscreen, large format display, QR code
reader, mini-sound installation and scent machine, all controlled by one i2f MediaBox



One HD synch video presentation of 8 Leffe beers on an equal number of LCD
displays, controlled by two i2f MediaBoxes (“Leffe line-up”)



The technique behind a quiz (with touchscreens and follow-screens) and a photocorner.
The software i2f MediaBrick takes care of the
functional as well as the interactive elements,
thus evidently playing a vital role.

Main elements:


3D modelled reproductions of 6 art nouveau houses can be explored via a multitouch application, the outside as well as an interior.



Activities on the multi-touch screens trigger relevant images on “floating”
projection screens, allowing bystanders to share in the information.



5 films provided by Cinematek from the fin de siècle period are projected
simultaneously with the help of 2 projectors and one i2f MediaBox.



Opera excerpts are played through a directional sound system.

i2f MediaController software is used for a
central management, also remotely. That
includes among other things: scheduling,
logging of all in- and outputs, even a real time
vidual control of the output. Content and
software updates can be done remotely.
Scheduling, i.e. determining time zones for
activating and keeping active the equipment, is
important for an efficient energy management.
This applies all the more to exhibitions with
limited opening times, e.g. off season.

The installation received a stylish integration with invisibly mounted devices. The
multimedia set-up is very energy efficient with an automated timetable and motion
detectors.
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4.9

MOU - Oudenaarde 2012

4.10 Inspiration room Durabrik - Drongen 2011

The Museum of Oudenaarde and the Flemish Ardennes, in short MOU, has been installed in
the historic town hall on the Market.

The construction firm Durabrik uses contemporary multimedia methods to receive visitors in
its “inspiration room”.

The first room “Cale” shows six large viewing screens mounted three by three in a metal
construction between stone columns. Visitors can request information on diverse themes
such as nature, heritage, recreation... in three languages.
Out of a soft grey background animation emerges a colourful video clip about the chosen
theme.

After a few data have been
gathered from potential clients,
they
can
find
suitable
information with the help of a
QR scanner. i2f MediaBrick
software establishes the link.

This show, in which random video clips are shown on top of a background video clip, has
been programmed in i2f MediaBrick. One i2f MediaBox with i2f MediaBrick software
controls a set of three displays and 18 push buttons.

Multiscreen video presentations
with 3 to 6 displays operate with
one i2f Mediabox.
Four touchscreens are being
controlled by a single i2f
MediaBox. The one that is being
touched, operates as momentary
master.

We cooperated in a multi-disciplinary team
with designers, 3D artists and a few
developers of application software. The
mission was completed in a record time, a
bit over a month.

The meandering exhibition course further on contains several multimedia applications: a
language choice for audio plays, synchronization of a multi-user table and a video clip,
synchronization of images and sound with three large format displays.
Motion detectors start up shows, thus preventing nuisance from images and sound.
Central control and remote control make this installation care-free for the staff.
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We provided a central management for the ICT-staff and another one for the sales staff. If
needed, Inter2Face can control the installation remotely.
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4.11 STAM - Gent 2010
Inter2Face was commissioned to deliver and install the hard- and software that constitutes
the technical backbone of the Gent (Ghent) city museum.
Noteworthy multimedia attractions are:


Introduction movie on a screen of 12 meters wide,3 projectors, edgeblending



holographic projections of 3D animated drawings on glass panels



2 projections on 3 separate glass plates



4 projections on a cone-shaped structure, getting content input from multi-touch
tables.

19 multimedia booths for consulting data –
view on the hardware

STAM offers a multitude of multimedia and interactive experiences.
The thread: 38 i2f MediaBoxes with i2f Media Products software, solid basis of the AVinstallation in a museum that is intensely used during 6 days a week. We have been charged
with the maintenance of the museum.

For
the
“storage
room”, we delivered six
glass panels with a high
gain projection film.
Three panels constitute
one image.

The society Gent Cultuurstad confirmed its confidence in us through successive missions,
such as a digital signage application at the reception, project Treasury, order of hard- and
software for temporary exhibitions “Liber Floridus” (2011), “Future room” (2012), “World
Expo 1913” (2013).

i2f MediaBrick divides
the content in three
parts
and
allows
measuring the space
between the panels to
a pixel precisely. We
did the programming in
a short time on site.

In 2015 we were commissioned to replace the projectors in the introduction hall and the
storage room with contemporary led-laser projectors. This technology is very sustainable
and low-maintenance. STAM has also confirmed its confidence in i2f MediaBox with i2f
Media Products software. This remains the preferred solution for all hardware control in the
museum.

(Photo’s: Phile Deprez)

The art director didn’t have to worry about blank spaces in his editing work!
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More information on our projects: http://i2f.be/en/projects/index.php
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